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 Yulin Hao Translation Company - How to use Tados for assisted translation

Yulin Hao Translation Company is a professional translation company, we are committed to providing customers
with high quality translation services. In our work, we often use Trados as an auxiliary translation tool. Tados is a
powerful translation software that helps us to improve translation efficiency and ensure accuracy and consistency.

 The steps for assisted translation with Tados are as follows:

1. Install and open the Tados software. In the software interface, we can see a translation memory and a terminology
library. These libraries can help us to refer to and find when translating.

2. Import the text to be translated. We can copy and paste the text directly into Tados, or import the text into the
software through the import function.

3. Look for similar translations in translation memory. Based on the text we enter, Tados automatically searches the
translation memory for similar translations. If so, we can use these translations directly, avoiding duplication of effort.

4. Use a glossary for translation. In the process of translation, we may come across some technical terms. At this point,
we can take advantage of Tados' terminology library to find and translate the correct terms.

5. Export the translation result. After the translation is complete, we can export the results into Word or other formats
for easy viewing and use by our clients.

 All in all, Tados is a very useful auxiliary translation tool. By using Tados, we can improve translation efficiency and
ensure accuracy and consistency. At Yulin Hao Translation Company, we have always used Tados as our right-hand
man to provide customers with high-quality translation services.
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